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Roadmap
• Calibrate to limited set of observables and constrain the initial state
• Multiplicity, mean pT, vn, ...
• Parametric model selection and caveats

• Identify differences between parametric and more physically interpretable models
• Many body observables: Event plane correlators, nonlinear response coefficients
• Investigate Trento+Freestreaming as a model interpolator
• Differences in the initial state have implications for later stages of HIC modeling

• Investigate the impact of these diferences
• Accurate inference of viscosity is conditional on initial state model choice
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First step: Calibration and Model Selection
Initial state models and model selection

How to choose an initial state model
• Many models already exist
•
•
•
•
•

Optical and MC-Glauber [Miller, Reygers, Sanders, and Steinberg, Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci. 57 (2007) 205-243]
KLN [Kharzeev and Nardi, Phys. Lett. B 507, 121-128.]
AMPT [Lin, Ko, Li, Zhang, and Pal, Phys. Rev. C 72, 064901]
EKRT [Niemi, Eskola, and Paatelainen, Phys. Rev. C 93, 024907]
IP-Glasma [Schenke, Tribedy, and Venugopalan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 252301]

• Comparing each model systematically is complicated:
• Different models contain different information, how to choose is unclear
• Directly constraining a nearly infinite space of possible models is nearly impossible
• Inefficient use of computing time

• Better way: Interpolate between broad features of other models and constrain
• Trento + dynamics
[Moreland, Bernhard, and Bass, Phys. Rev. C 92, 011901]
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Trento + Freestreaming: Overview
• Parametric initial condition model, entropy/energy deposition via thickness function
• Reduced thickness controlled by parameter p:
• Freestreaming with isotropic momentum initialization
[github.com/Duke-QCD/freestream, github.com/derekeverett/freestream-milne]

• Freestreaming time is either a parameter [Bernhard, Moreland, and Bass, Nature Phys. 15 (2019) 11, 1113-1117]
or is energy-dependent [JETSCAPE Collaboration, arXiv:2011.01430]
• For more details, see Derek Everett’s talk on behalf of the JETSCAPE Collaboration
(13 Jan, 9:10 AM Eastern)

[Moreland, Bernhard, and Bass, Phys. Rev. C 92, 011901]
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Using Trento+Freestreaming to constrain the Model Space
• p ≈ 0 is preferred by many different independent analyses
• Robust to choice of observables, subnucleonic fluctuations, viscous corrections, and more
[Bernhard, Moreland, and Bass, Nature Phys. 15 (2019) 11, 1113-1117; JETSCAPE Collaboration, arXiv:2011.01430; Nijs, van der Schee, Gursoy,
and Snellings, arXiv:2010:15130; Moreland, Bernhard, and Bass, Nucl.Phys.A 982 (2019) 503-506; Moreland, Bernhard, and Bass, Phys.Rev.C
101 (2020) 2, 024911]

• This points toward EKRT and IP-Glasma
•Special values of p are informative for model selection but do not contain all features of
these models [Schenke, Quark Matter 2018; Bass, Initial Stages 2019]
Grad δf

CE δf

JETSCAPE Collaboration, arXiv:2011.01430 [hep-ph]
J. Bernhard, PhD thesis arXiv:1804.06469 [nucl-th]
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Second step: Identify differences
Which details of more physics-based models are captured in the
parametric model and which are not?

IP-Glasma: Overview
• CGC action replaces quarks in the QCD action with sources
• Gluons dominate momentum fraction at small-x [A. M. Cooper-Sarkar, “PDF Fits at HERA,” PoS, vol. EPS-HEP2011, p. 320, 2011.]
• DIS used to constrain the gluon saturation scale and initialize gluon fields
• Fields then evolved using the Classical Yang-Mills equations
• For more details, see Sangyong Jeon’s talk on 3+1D IP-Glasma (Jan 12, 10:40 EST)

[McDonald, Shen, Fillion-Gourdeau, Jeon, and Gale, Phys. Rev. C 95 (2017) 6, 064913; S. McDonald, MSc thesis; and S. McDonald, PhD thesis]
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Identifying model differences
• IP-Glasma and Trento+Freestreaming are distinguishable before hydrodynamics
• Differentiate with initial state geometry, flow, and momentum anisotropy
• Some geometric comparisons performed previously [Schenke, Quark Matter 2018; Bass, Initial Stages 2019]

• IP-Glasma and Trento+Freestreaming initial states produce different final state
predictions
• Both are tuned to some observables and then used to make predictions
• Differentiable predictions of many-body observables: event plane correlations and nonlinear
response coefficients

• Comparing initial states:
• 2+1D IP-Glasma
• 2+1D Trento + Freestreaming [Parameters from JETSCAPE Collaboration, arXiv:2011.01430]
• Comparing large scale final state calculations:
• IP-Glasma + MUSIC + iSS + UrQMD [c.f. McDonald, Shen, Fillion-Gourdeau, Jeon, and Gale PRC 95 (2017) 6, 064913)]
• Trento + Freestreaming + MUSIC + iS3D + SMASH [Parameters from JETSCAPE Collaboration, arXiv:2011.01430]
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Tuned observables
• IP-Glasma+MUSIC+iSS+UrQMD tuned by hand to multiplicity, vn, and <pT>
• Trento+Freestreaming+MUSIC+iS3D+SMASH uses MAP from Bayesian analysis
• Additional observables considered include transverse energy, identified particle
multiplicity, and <pT> fluctuations
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Differentiation: The Initial State
• IP-Glasma and Trento+Freestreaming have differentiable initial state geometry
• Trento+Freestreaming with p ≈ 0 can, but is not sufficient to, reproduce some geometric
features of IP-Glasma [J. Bernhard, PhD thesis arXiv:1804.06469, Bernhard, Moreland, and Bass, Nature Phys. 15 (2019) 11, 1113-1117, JETSCAPE
Collaboration, arXiv:2011.01430]
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Differentiation: The Initial State
• IP-Glasma and Trento+Freestreaming have differentiable transverse velocities in the
initial state despite tuning to final state observables
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Differentiation: Predictions in the Final State
• After hydrodynamics, particlization, and hadronic cascade, an IP-Glasma initial state is
better able to simultaneously describe nonlinear response and event plane correlations
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Differentiation: Take-aways
• IP-Glasma and Trento+Freestreaming initial states can be differentiated, even if both are
tuned to a limited set of final state observables
• IP-Glasma is better able to simultaneously predict many-body observables
• Trento + Freestreaming must be understood as imperfect model interpolation

( ~~
Adapted from J. Bernhard, PhD thesis arXiv:1804.06469 [nucl-th]

| other choices)
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Third step: Identify Impact
Do these differences impact the results of Bayesian inference?

Event plane correlator sensitivity to initial state & eta/s
• Viscosities modify the mapping of initial states to final states
[Gardim, Noronha-Hostler, Luzum, and Grassi, Phys. Rev. C 91 (2015) 3, 034902]
[Noronha-Hostler, Yan, Gardim, and Ollitrault, Phys. Rev. C 93 (2016) 1, 014909]

• Impact of this is clearly observed in many-body observables and constrains choices of
viscosity
• Different viscosities produce different correlators [Niemi, Eskola, and Paatelainen, Phys. Rev. C 93, 024907]
• Initial state geometry and shear viscosity can compensate for each other
[Qiu and Heinz, Phys. Lett. B 717 (2012) 261-265]
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Nonlinear response sensitivity to initial state & eta/s
• Nonlinear response coefficients contain information on initial state geometry and viscosity
• Like correlators, initial state geometry and shear viscosity can compensate for each other
[ALICE Collaboration, Phys.Lett.B 773 (2017) 68-80]
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Conclusions
• Simultaneous description of many-body observables constrains both viscosity and initial
state geometry
• Trento + Freestreaming is a highly efficient, but imperfect way to constrain the initial
state model space
• Successful at constraining broad features, but differences will have a systematic impact
on parameter inference
• A flexible ansatz may not be sufficient to accurately infer the viscosities

• How do we best use the constraint of our model space?
• Recognize the limitations of flexible models in precision studies
• Choose tools the flexible model has identified

• IP-Glasma (and EKRT) contain interpretable physics for precision study of the QGP
• Goal moving forward: Constrain, interpret underlying physics and systematically
improve
• Next step: Bayesian inference with IP-Glasma to study many-body observables and
transport coefficients
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